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I own 
a small 
s t o r e , 
a n d 
w h e n 

reviewing my books I discovered that one of 
my customers overpaid me. I have no way 
of identifying which customer gave me the 
extra money.
Q: Should I use the money for tzorchei 
tzibbur — communal needs — since one 
who stole and does not know the identity 
of his victim must donate the stolen funds 
to tzorchei tzibbur? Similarly, I owe one of 
my suppliers money but don’t have a record 
of which supplier it is. Should I donate that 
money to tzorchei tzibbur? Even if I am not 
obligated to give the money to tzorchei 
tzibbur, if I do not wish to benefit from other 
people’s money, should I give the money to 
tzedakah?
A: Last week we discussed the obligation of one 
who stole from others, but cannot identify his 
victims, to donate that sum to tzorchei tzibbur. 
The reason is that the thief obtains partial 
atonement since the victim may benefit from 
the donation. But those halachos are limited 
to one who stole money from others. We do 
not find Poskim advocating this approach for 
someone who borrowed an object or money 
and does not recall the identity of the lender. 
The reason is that one who borrows something 
did not transgress any prohibition that would 
require repentance. Since the rationale to 
donate to tzorchei tzibbur does not apply, there 
is no reason to do so (Rav Elyashiv, cited in 
Kuntres Sim Shalom found at Mishpat K’Halacha 
366).
Accordingly, regarding the person in last week’s 
article who borrowed an umbrella and does 
not recall who lent it to him, it is not necessary 
to donate the umbrella’s value to tzorchei 
tzibbur, but he must retain possession of it until 
he can identify the owner. In the interim, it is 
permitted for him to use the umbrella, since 

“I’m going on vacation tomorrow,” Barry said to his 
friend Saul. “I’m worried about leaving my motorized 
bike in the garage.”
“Would you like me to watch it?” Saul asked.

“If you have room,” replied Barry, “I would feel more secure.”
“How long will you be away?” asked Saul.
“I’m going away for a month,” answered Barry. “I’ll pay you $30 for watching the bike 
during the month.”
“OK,” replied Saul. “That’s fair enough.”
Barry brought over the motorized bike, and Saul put it away in a spare room.
A month later, Barry returned. A week passed by, but he didn’t come to pick up his bike. 
That weekend, there was a burglary in Saul’s house. “Your bike was stolen,” Saul notified 
Barry. “It’s unfortunate that you didn’t pick it up on time.”
“It seems that you are liable for the bike,” said Barry. “You took responsibility for it.”
“I did for the month that you were away,” replied Saul, “but I’m no longer responsible.”
“If you didn’t want to be responsible any longer,” said Barry, “you should have notified me.”
“I didn’t have to,” Saul responded. “You paid me to watch the bike for a month, not beyond 
that. How can I be held liable?”
“I paid you for the month; you’re a paid guardian (shomer sachar),” said Barry. “Until the 
bike is returned or you notify me, you should remain liable for theft. If you want, I’ll pay 
you $5 for the extra week.”
“Paying now won’t help,” said Saul. “Once the month is over, I bear no responsibility 
whatsoever for the bike!”
The two came to Rabbi Dayan. “Is Saul 
liable for the theft?” Barry asked.
“Saul is no longer considered a paid 
guardian liable for theft,” ruled Rabbi 
Dayan. “However, he remains a shomer 
chinam (unpaid guardian), liable for 
negligence — for example, if he forgot 
to lock the door.” 
“What is this based on?” asked Saul. 
“The Gemara (B.M. 81a) teaches that 
a borrower, after the agreed time, no 
longer carries liability of a borrower for 
oness (uncontrollable circumstances),” 
replied Rabbi Dayan. “Beis Yosef derives 
from this that a paid guardian, after the 
agreed time, no longer carries liability 
for theft. Nonetheless, while the item 
remains in his house, he is liable for 
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the owner lent it to him [unless he borrowed it 
for a limited amount of time].
Furthermore, it is possible that one who 
damages another’s object but cannot identify 
the owner (e.g., one who scratched someone’s 
car and drove off) would not have to donate 
funds to tzorchei tzibbur. The reason is that 
only a thief has such an obligation since he 
possesses money that does not belong to 
him and the donation provides him with an 
opportunity to possibly benefit the owner and 
thereby obtain partial atonement. Although 
one who damaged another’s property must pay 
the owner, he is not in possession of someone 
else’s belonging/money that would necessitate 
donating it to tzorchei tzibbur (Mishpat Hamazik 
11:[4]). This would certainly be true for one who 
damaged another’s property inadvertently.
To conclude, the obligation to donate to tzorchei 
tzibbur applies only when one 1) violated a 
prohibition and 2) still possesses someone 
else’s belonging/money. Nevertheless, the 
Gemara (Beitzah 29a) tells of merchants who 
wanted to donate to the Beis Hamikdash 
money that was earned by not filling their 
customers’ containers to the top, either due 
to foam when pouring wine or adhesion of 
oil to the merchant’s pouring utensil. The Beis 
Hamikdash treasurers informed them that this 
money is not stolen, since customers forgo 
(mochel) these small amounts. The merchants, 
however, insisted on donating what they 
considered improperly earned funds and 
were advised to donate those funds to tzorchei 
tzibbur. Apparently, even when not obligatory, 
one who chooses to adopt a stringent approach 
should donate to tzorchei tzibbur rather than 
another tzedakah. 
Regarding your questions, it is clear that you 
are not obligated to donate to tzorchei tzibbur 
(cf. Shraga Hameir 4:118:[3]), but if you want 
to adopt the middas chassidus approach, the 
money should be donated to tzorchei tzibbur.

money matters

negligence, as an unpaid guardian” (C.M. 304:6; 343:1-2).
“However, Ketzos Hachoshen (343:2) cites the Ritva that a paid guardian remains liable 
for theft until he tells the owner that he no longer wants to watch the item,” continued 
Rabbi Dayan. “This is based on an earlier Gemara (B.M. 80b) that a professional cleaner, 
technician, mechanic or the like continues to be considered a paid guardian for the 
entrusted item, even after completing the work, until he notifies the owner to come pick 
it up and pay at his convenience” (C.M. 306:1).
“So maybe Saul should be liable?” asked Barry.
“First of all, some versions of the Ritva read that after the set time, the paid guardian 
has the laws of a shomer chinam, in consonance with the ruling of the Shulchan Aruch,” 
replied Rabbi Dayan. “This version is cited by Machaneh Ephraim (Hil. Shomrim #19) and 
accepted by the Divrei Chaim (Dinei Mechirah #20). Moreover, the Shulchan Aruch clearly 
rules that Saul is no longer liable for theft, so that he cannot be made to pay.”
“What about an unpaid guardian?” asked Saul. “Does he also remain liable for negligence 
after the set time?”
“The Machaneh Ephraim deals with this question, as well,” answered Rabbi Dayan. “He 
is inclined to rule that an unpaid guardian is not liable after the set time, even for 
negligence. Since he initially accepted liability only for negligence, and agreed only for 
a set time, on what basis can he be held liable beyond this? However, the issue is not 
conclusive” (Pischei Choshen, Sechirus 7:2[6]).
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Po’el and KablanAdapted from the writings of  Harav Chaim Kohn, shlita

Q: What is the difference between a po’el and a kablan?
A: A po’el is an employee, whereas a kablan is an independent worker (Rema, C.M. 333:5; Pischei 
Choshen, Sechirus 11:[11]).
More precisely, some define po’el as an employee hired to work specific hours; he 
“rents” his time to the employer for the stipulated work. Similarly, if he is required to 
provide the service immediately, he is considered a po’el. In contrast, a kablan is not 
limited to specific hours, but rather commits to a certain task, or to a certain number of 
hours, at his convenience, even if paid by the hour (Sma 333:16; 227:59; Nesivos 264:8; 
Chochmas Shlomo 264:7).
However, others define po’el as a worker paid based on time, whereas a kablan is one 
paid by the job or for the finished product, even if stipulated to work during specific 
hours (Shach 333:20; Chazon Ish, B.K. 21:20).
Halachah differentiates between a po’el and a kablan in the way they establish a binding work 
obligation and in their ability to retract.
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